
Service Pack No:

779, May 2011 (753-779)

Highlights:

1. A new localization process, optimized for SFX 4, has been released.

General Documentation for Service Packs:

In the Ex Libris Documentation Center:
Version 2.0\Staff User Information\Verde Staff Users Guide.pdf
Version 2.0\Service Packs and KB Updates\Verde Service Pack Installation Instructions.pdf

Version 2.0\Service Packs and KB Updates\SP Release Notes\Verde SP Release Notes - 2011 05 - 753-779.xls

2. Bug fixes and general improvements have been added to the upgrade 
process.



Change 
Number

Description Solution Related 
Documentation

Implementation Notes Module SI Number

753 There was an issue regarding the 
upgrade and harvesting of customers 
whose SFX instances are installed on 
the same SFX installation as other 
Verde customers (for example, ASP 
hosted customers and some consortia 
members).

A new parameter has been 
added to the global.properties file 
in order to solve this. Customers 
who have this setup should open 
the global.properties file and set 
the value of the 
multi.sfx.single.installation 
property to 'YES'. If you are 
unsure whether or not this is the 
topology of your corresponding 
SFX installation, please consult 
with Exlibris Support.

SFX-Verde 
Interoperability 
Guide
SFX-Verde 
Upgrade Guide

Edit the global.properties file, 
found in the server under:
>vprof
>vi global.properties

KB Tools 16384-245570

754 When performing the Verde upgrade to 
SFX 4, if no e-products were waiting to 
be synced, the upgrade script would exit 
instead of continuing.

This has been fixed, and the 
script now continues as 
expected.

General 16384-246125

755 Previously, running the harvester was 
an action that could be done by any 
user.

This has been changed so that 
now it is a privilege controlled in 
the "Admin" module.

Verde Staff User 
Guide (SFX4)

Admin 16384-231089

756 In the results of the General Report of e-
Products, the selector column returned 
the main contact code instead of the 
main contact name.

This has been corrected. Verde Task 16384-142592

757 Customers who ran the localization 
process on an upgraded Verde (SFX4) 
before this service pack was released 
(the old localization process) may now 
have local thresholds that are duplicates 
of their global threshold.

An implementation script has 
been created to remove these 
duplicates.

Upgrading Verde 
to Work with 
Your Upgraded 
SFX 4 
Environment

In order to run this script, enter 
the verde server and perform 
the following commands:
>vutil
>csh -f 
remove_duplicated_local_c
overage.csh

General
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758 The advance transfer window now 
includes more information in order to 
help the user differentiate between 
different e-constituents with the same 
title, package and interface.

Verde Staff User 
Guide (SFX3)
Verde Staff User 
Guide (SFX4)

KB Manager 16384-199862

759 The e-Product summary area has been 
modified in order to be suitable for SFX 
4.

Verde Task

760 Technical fix for harvester. Verde Task
761 Previously, only three local coverage 

records could be seen from the Verde 
User Interface, but the system allowed 
for more to be added.

Verde now displays all existing 
local coverage records.

KB Manager 16384-206624

762 The Transfer Local Data function in KB 
Tools did not work properly when 
transferring e-products from "Managed 
in SFX" to "Managed in Verde" (SFX 4 
configuration).

This has been corrected. Verde Task

763 The manual acquisition renewal was not 
extending the license (as the renewal 
subscription task did).

This has been corrected. KB Manager 16384-69910

764 The harvester was not deleting global 
coverage when necessary.

This has been corrected. General

765 A fix was added to one of the 
implementation scripts used in SP 753.

Verde Task 16384-236395

766 In a post-upgrade Verde environment 
(SFX 4), items that are managed in SFX 
should not be able to be updated in 
Verde. However, the e-standalone 
loader was allowing changes to be 
made in Verde to e-standalones that 
were managed in SFX.

An error message now appears 
when this is attempted.

Verde Task
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767 A bug prevented Verde upgrades from 
completing when there were no e-
products pending synchronization.

This has been corrected. Verde Task 16384-246125

768 Verde's "about" area and "ver" 
command were not working correctly in 
Sun OS.

This has been corrected. Verde Task 16384-245570

769 After service pack 752, licenses with the 
status "New" could not be deleted.

This has been corrected. KB Manager 16384-239613

770 When creating local admin records, the 
records were randomly re-sorted with 
each refresh.

Now, the sort is according to 
library name. If a new local 
admin is loaded, it will be the first 
to be open.

Verde Task 16384-91305

771 The script that downloads the LKB 
Update has been updated to prevent 
potential failures.

General

772 In some cases, coverage was not 
transferred correctly during the transfer 
wizard.

This has been corrected. Verde Task

773 There was a discrepancy between the 
ways the license and acquisition records 
were displayed in the brief summary and 
the e-Product summary tab.

This has been corrected. Verde Task 16384-40796

774 The Localization process was enhanced 
to run with SFX 4.

Verde Task

775 A fix was added to the upgrade script to 
prevent upgrade failures when an SFX 4 
instance was copied from a different 
instance instead of being upgraded 
directly from SFX 3.

Verde Task
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776 In the License attribute, the following 
three fields are no longer set to "0" as 
default: Cure Period For Breach, 
Licensee Termination Notice Period, 
and Licensor Termination Notice Period.

Verde Task 16384-167459

777 When a Local Admin record was 
changed, the "Latest update date" and 
"By" field weren't updated.

This has been corrected. Verde Task 16384-210835

778 Some new e-products created in Verde 
via the harvester didn't have coverage 
text created for them.

This has been corrected. General 16384-248968

779 The way that the harvester calculates 
the number of inodes required for 
harvesting was changed.

Verde Task 16384-258426
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